Disasters Presentation

Aim: You are a marine disaster inspector. Your mission is to analyse two marine disasters and produce your top 5 recommendations for how to avoid similar disasters again.
To complete your mission you will need to investigate the following:

**Human Factors that contributed to the disasters:** What were they? When did they start? How important were they to the disaster happening?
**Equipment Factors:** What equipment failures contributed to the disaster? Could these have been avoided?
**Natural Factors:** What were the natural disaster factors that contributed to the disaster? Were these the overriding reasons why the disaster happened?
**Chain of Events:** What was the chain of events that lead to the disaster?
**Top 5 Recommendations:** what 5 things or actions do you think should be taken to prevent a repeat of these disasters? Can these type of disasters be prevented or can you come up with ways to decrease the loss of life?

*Storyboard your Project*